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The H3N1 epidemic in Belgium (and France)
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(Steensels et al., 2020)
• January 2019, outdoor laying hens farm in Belgium

• 3 months later the virus was detected again…

• Overall 82 infected farms were affected

• On June 11, 2019, the European Commission
authorized Belgium within the framework of 
Chapters I and II and Article 26 of Regulation (EU) 
No 1305/2013…to provide emergency aid to 
farmers affected with LPAI H3N1. 

• Under the current OIE regulation such aid would
be prohibited.



The H3N1 epidemic in Belgium (and France)
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“…the clinical picture in the field started with discolored eggs
for laying hens and breeders, followed by an increased
mortality rate of up to 60% in breeder hens and 40% in laying
hens ”. 

Under experimental conditions 24-week old laying hens

(Steensels et al., 2020)

In addition, a marked egg drop, up to 100%, 
was reported.
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(De Wit et al., 2020)

The H3N1 epidemic in Belgium (and France)

21 days p.i., fibrinous to caseous exudate in the coelomic cavity

34-week-old laying SPF hens, drop in egg production
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Maarten de Gussem described the aftermath of 

the outbreak as “a serious hangover for the Belgian

poultry system”…

“ …what looked non-pathogenic by the IVPI test, 

turned out to be virulent for layers and 

breeders”

“ stamping out and compensation were implemented but that was too late”

“ while waiting for an update of the legal definition of notifiable

avian influenza…The sector must take matters into its own hands”

?
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What went (relatively) wrong and why?

Undetected circulation until adaptation

Prolonged shedding

Late movement control
Misdiagnosed as a bacterial pathogen

Delayed reporting

Late compensation

Under-reporting

Densely-Populated Poultry Area

Movement of eggs?

Lack of an adequate legal framework …

difficult pathotyping
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A suboptimal decision-making process

“ …the sector must take matters into its own
hands…”



Endemic H9N2 in Germany (and for some years in Italy)
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(Martin Beer’s presentation)
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Endemic H6N2 in South Africa
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J Vet Sci. 2017 Aug;18(S1):269-280.

«The true prevalence of 
H6N2 in the country has
been difficult to determine, 
partly due to the 
continued use of an 
inactivated whole virus 
H6N2 vaccine and the 
inability to distinguish
vaccinated from non-
vaccinated birds on serology
tests»

(Abolnik et al., 2020)
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The recent English/Irish H6N1 epidemic in 2020

• Started in Northern Ireland in 
January 2020

• 15 outbreaks

• 0.5 million culled birds
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Poor control of NNAIV…a reason for concern? Yes.
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• Direct economic losses (mortality, drop in egg production, culling)

• Late interventions spread  vaccination antigenic drift…endemicity

• Endemicity:
I. Interference with passive surveillance of HPAI (especially

2.3.4.4b?)
II. Interference with serological surveillance of LPAI

• Zoonotic potential:
I. Direct (e.g. H9N2 G1 lineage)
II. Indirect (reassortment events with mammalian influenza in 

other hosts or other AIVs)
III. Pre-pandemic potential of H1, H2 and H3 strains?

• Increased use of antibiotics in poultry (antibiotic resistance!)



A chance for redemption? Yes and no…
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…from April 2021, the AHL suggests that “pathogens that 

could cause significant negative effects in the Union on

animal health, or pose a significant risk to public health 

due to its zoonotic character“ shall be included in the list of 

diseases subjected to specific prevention and control.

Although NNAIVs will remain non-notifiable as before…(as non H5/H7)
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Although NNAIVs will remain non-notifiable as before…(as non H5/H7)

…from April 2021, the AHL suggests that “pathogens that 

could cause significant negative effects in the Union on

animal health, or pose a significant risk to public health 

due to its zoonotic character“ shall be included in the list of 

diseases subjected to specific prevention and control.

Decision-making must be evidence based

(and quick)

• Need for a rapid phenotypic characterization of emerging
NNAIVs (alternative tests to IVPI?)

• Finding determinants of poultry adaptation (beyond the NA 
stalk deletion and glycosilation sites…) and zoonotic
transmission

• Identify ecological/environmental risk factors for the 
diffusion of NNAIVs
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…in a few words

We need to start filling these gaps to be able to advice

Animal Health Authorities facing outbreaks of NNAIVs

We need to communicate more, sequence and 

deposit more…

If a timely characterization of viruses is not feasible in 

one site…a harmonized effort of multiple NRL could

be the best solution: emergency research.



Thank you for your attention


